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• Traditional Toolbox: 
– Futures Contracts 

– Option Contracts 

– Cash Contracts 

– Crop Insurance 

– Farm Programs 

 

• New Tools 
– Over-the-Counter (OTC) Contracts 

– 2014 Farm Bill – New Commodity Title Programs 

 

• Best Practices in Producer Risk Management 

 

• What We Are Seeing Out There 

Presentation Outline 



The Fundamental Pricing Equation for 
Commodity Markets 

Cash Price = 𝐹𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 + 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

• Price at Relevant 
Delivery Venue. 
 

• Could be a bid for 
either spot or 
forward delivery. 
 

• Physical Delivery is 
Required. 
 

• Minimal 
Standardization, if 
any. 

• Standardized: 
• Quantity 
• Quality 
• Location 
• Time and Method 

of Delivery or 
Settlement 
 

• Settlement: 
• Cash 
• Warehouse 

Receipt 
• Shipping 

Certificate 
• Origin Certificate 

• Represents Differences 
Between Cash and 
Futures Specifications. 
 

• Components are 
generally market-based. 
 

• Basic Components: 
• Storage (Time) 
• Transportation 

(Location) 
• Premiums or 

Discounts (Form) 
• Market Conditions 

(Geographic S/D) 



Traditional Risk Management Tools for Producers 



• Hedges  use of initial futures contract purchases (long hedge) or sales (short 
hedge) as a financial offset to either a future cash market purchase (short cash) 
or sale (long cash). 
– Establishing a hedge using futures essentially swaps out the cash price position and 

replaces it with a basis position: 
 
                         Cash Price = Futures Price + Basis 
 

• Margin Hedging  using a combination of long and short futures hedges to lock 
in the difference between certain output and input prices in a cash margin 
relationship. 
– Examples would include soybean crush (oil and meal versus beans), cattle feedlot (fed 

cattle versus corn and feeder cattle), and hog finishing (hogs versus corn and soymeal). 
– Could also involve time spreads for storable commodities. 

 

• Cross Hedging  hedging a cash commodity that does not have a direct futures 
contract match. 
– Examples:  DDG’s using corn, pork trim using hogs, diesel fuel using heating oil. 
– Need to determine the best hedge ratio (number of futures units to cover one cash unit) 

using either physical relationships or a linear regression model (preferred). 

Futures Contract Toolbox 



Short Futures Hedge 

P/L 

0 
Settlement 

Price 

Long Cash 

Short Futures 

Hedge 



Long Futures Hedge 

P/L 

0 
Settlement 

Price 

Hedge 

Short Cash 

Long Futures 



• Put Option Hedge (Floor)  buy put option to place a floor (equal to 
strike price minus premium) under the futures portion of cash price risk 
on a future sale price. 

 

• Call Option Hedge (Ceiling)  buy call option to place a ceiling (equal to 
strike price plus premium) above the futures portion of cash price risk on 
a future purchase price. 

 

• Collar or Fence  selling a call at a higher strike price on a put option 
hedge or selling a put at a lower strike price on a call option hedge.  Sets 
both a ceiling and a floor on the futures portion of price risk.  Main 
purpose is to reduce premium cost. 

 

• Conversion (Synthetic)  converting a fixed price position into a floor by 
purchasing a call option or into a ceiling by purchasing a put option. 

Option Contract Toolbox 



Put Option Hedge (Producer) 

P/L 

0 
Settlement 

Price 

Long Cash ATM 

Buy ATM Put 

Floor Hedge 



Call Option Hedge (Consumer) 

P/L 

0 
Settlement 

Price 

Short Cash 

ATM 

Buy ATM Call 

Cap Hedge 



Collar (Producer) 

P/L 

0 
Settlement 

Price 

Long Cash Low High 
Buy Put @ Low 

Sell Call @ High 

Collar Hedge 



Collar (Consumer) 

P/L 

0 
Settlement 

Price 

Short Cash 

High Low 

Buy Call High 

Sell Put Low 

Collar Hedge 



• Buying put options provides futures price protection below strike price while buying call 
options provides futures price protection above strike price. 

 

• Selling options provides premium income but also removes futures price opportunity 
and/or protection. 

 

• Range Protection (Option Spread)  used to provide price coverage over just a particular 
range of prices. 

– For downside range protection: Buy put option @ strike price A and sell put option @ strike 
price B were B < A.  Provides downside futures price protection from A down to B.  Once price 
falls below B, no protection.  Premium received from selling @B partially offsets premium paid 
@A. 

– For upside range protection:  Buy call option @ strike price A and sell call option @ strike price 
B where B > A.  Provides upside futures price protection from A up to B.  For prices above B, no 
protection.  Premium received from selling @B partially offsets premium paid @A. 

Margin Enhancement with Options – 1 



• The Option 3-Way: 

– Is essentially a collar with a sold call (for consumer) or a sold put (for consumer) 
where the additional sold option is “out-of-the-money” relative to the purchased 
option on the collar. 

– With two options providing premium income and one option purchased, it is 
possible to set up a three-way that is at a premium to the market. 

 

• Additional Margin Enhancement Strategies with Options 

– Straddles  used to speculate on volatility while remaining directionally neutral. 

– Ratios  sell 2 or more OTM options (“double down”) to enhance premium income. 

– Utilizing other forms of option spreads / combinations such as condors and 
butterflies in order to profit from specific market conditions while keeping costs low. 

Margin Enhancement with Options – 2 



• Two situations where utilizing basic margin enhancement might have 
utility in risk management: 

1. To avoid “double coverage” when the government offers a free put option 
through the Commodity Title programs. 
 Classic example is the marketing loan.  Offers producers a free put option that pays 

out when the marketing year average price is below the loan price.  Can use put 
option spread (with sold OTM put at or near “loan-equivalent” futures price) to 
avoid double covering the same bushels with both loan and put (or short futures) 
hedge. 

2. When the long-term forward curve offers little opportunity to hedge at a price 
that is above costs of production. 
 Don’t want to lock-in a loss through a forward contract or futures hedge. 

 In some cases, utilizing a margin enhancement strategy may prove preferable to 
doing nothing at all (cash price speculation) from a total risk perspective. 

 Other alternatives to margin enhancement in this situation include: 
 Using basic put or call option hedge to protect against further futures price adversity 

and then converting to a better position to lock in a positive margin if warranted by 
future market price levels. 

 Utilize strategic hedging rules to determine when to “layer in” coverage. 

Is Margin Enhancement Necessarily a Bad 
Thing? 



• Differences from Exchange Contracts: 
– Less standardization, more customization. 
– Physical delivery of the commodity is required.  If producer does not have enough physical quantity on hand to fulfill 

contract, must either buy shortfall in the cash market or “buy out” remaining balance on contract. 
– Credit risk is more important and is generally regulated by state laws and agencies (with the exception of the 

jurisdiction of the Packers and Stockyards Administration – a federal agency). 
 

• Cash contracts can be used to fix any of the components of the Fundamental Pricing Equation: 
– Fixed Price Forward Contract – futures and basis are both fixed  cash price is fixed. 
– Basis Contract – basis portion of cash price is fixed  futures portion of cash price remains open and is the source 

for risk. 
– Hedged-to-Arrive (HTA) – futures portion of cash price is fixed  basis portion of cash price remains open and is the 

primary source of risk. 
 

• Minimum, Maximum, and Min-Max variants of the three main types of contracts can also be used. 
 

• Other variations: 
– Timing of payment, delivery, or price establishment can be varied. 
– Formula Pricing  setting delivery price based upon a matrix or formula using prices from other markets. 
– “OTC like” features such as Asian settlement (use average of price), and “knock-out” and “knock-in” price levels can 

be added. 
– Can be tied into crop insurance coverage or input purchases. 
– Expert Pricing  guided programs that follow in-house analyst recommendations or a well-known “market guru”. 

Cash Contracts 



• Federal programs are administered by a USDA agency called the Risk 
Management Agency or USDA-RMA. 
 

• Federal involvement primarily is in the areas of premium subsidies and 
reinsurance pools but effort is basically a “private-public” partnership as 
policies are offered through private crop insurance firms. 
 

• Two basic types of insurance for planted crops: 
– Yield Protection (YP) – pays indemnity when producer’s yield per acre falls below 

their coverage level.  Price used to pay out on bushel shortfall is generally 
established before insurance signup period (referred to as “projected price”). 

– Revenue Protection (RP) – pays indemnity when producer’s gross revenue per 
acre (price x yield) falls below a coverage revenue level.  Comes in two flavors: 
• Harvest Price Option (HPO) – uses the higher of either the projected price or harvest 

price for determining harvest-time revenue and guarantee.  Is the default selection 
for RP. 

• Harvest Price Excluded (HPE) – uses the projected price for determining harvest-time 
revenue and guarantee.  Must be specified by producer. 

Crop Insurance - 1 



• Contrary to the popular media stories, utilizing harvest price 
protection does not guarantee a “minimum price” to producers: 
 Could have large yield with low prices where harvest revenue remains 

above revenue guarantee. 

 In fact, having harvest price option will generally only trigger indemnity 
payments when there is a yield shortfall below coverage level since both 
yield guarantee and harvest yield will use maximum of projected or harvest 
price. 

 Main purpose for harvest price protection is to assure that producer will 
receive “full replacement coverage” for any yield shortfall below coverage 
yield.  This allows producers to fully hedge or forward contract production 
up to the coverage yield (percent coverage x APH yield) with the knowledge 
that they will be compensated fully if they have to purchase bushels to fulfill 
contractual obligations. 

Crop Insurance - 2 



RP Example -1 

Setup: 



RP Example -2 

Yield / Price Scenarios and Indemnity Calculations: 



RP Example -3 



• Other Crop Policy Features: 
– Area Yield Coverage – uses county average yield instead of individual yield. 

• For effective risk management, need good correlation between producer’s yield 
and county average since there will be a “yield basis” component. 

• Usually best for producers who don’t have an established yield history for APH 
calculations and doesn’t want to use “plug yields” to establish APH. 

– Trendline Yields – APH is calculated using trendline fit rather than simple 
Olympic average. 

 

• Livestock Coverages 
– Livestock Risk Protection (LRP) – price protection only.  Similar to exchange 

put option.  Available for feeder cattle, fed cattle, swine, and lambs. 

– Livestock Gross Margin (LGM) – insures the margin between sale price and 
feed cost.  Available for beef cattle, swine, and dairy. 

Crop Insurance - 3 



• 2014 Farm Bill eliminated: 

– Direct payments. 

– ACRE 

– Countercyclical payments 

– MILC Program 

– Dairy Price Support Program 

– Dairy Export Incentive Program (DEIP) 

 

• Remaining: 

– Nonrecourse and marketing loan programs 

– Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) 

– Noninsured Crop Disaster Assistance Program 

– Most livestock disaster assistance programs 

– Dairy Forward Pricing Program 

– Sugar Program (mostly unchanged) 

 

• Other changes: 

– Simplified calculation of AGI with limit of $900K for program eligibility. 

– Payment limitation of $125K for most commodity title programs. 

– Requiring universal compliance with Highly Erodible Land Conservation (HELC) and Wetland Conservation (WC) provisions with 
extension to those receiving premium subsidies on crop insurance. 

– Can reallocate base acres and adjust program yields – one time adjustment.  Cotton base acres roll into “generic” base acres 
that can be used for any crop since cotton support now under STAX program in the insurance title.   

Farm Programs 



New Risk Management Tools for Producers 



• These are derivative contracts that are not necessarily traded on an organized 
commodity exchange. 
 

• Prior to passage and implementation of Dodd-Frank, these markets were regulated 
mostly by the Federal Reserve system and industry trade rules (ISDA). 
 

• Dodd-Frank has placed shared responsibility on the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) for 
regulation of OTC contracts. 
 

• Additional regulations have moved the OTC markets closer to the exchange traded 
markets. 
– Swap contracts have to be centrally cleared. 
– Publically quoted prices / valuations for those contracts that can be market valued. 
– Anyone offering an OTC product must now be registered with NFA and pass the Series 3 exam. 

 

• Dodd-Frank has been a major setback for the commodity OTC industry but has not 
completely stopped the momentum of users moving from exchange traded to OTC 
market instruments. 

OTC Contracts 



• Swaps – the exchange and netting of cash flow payments between two or more parties.  Is the OTC analog 
to the exchange traded futures contract. 
 

• Euro Options – option settles to terminal cash, futures, or swap (swaption) price.  Is the OTC analog to the 
exchange traded option contracts. 
 

• Asian Options – settlement price of option is an average price over a time period rather than a terminal 
price.  Less expensive than corresponding Euro settlement options because of impact of averaging upon 
price volatility. 
 

• Digital (“All or Nothing”) Options – option pays out a fixed lump sum if certain price conditions are met, 
zero otherwise. 
 

• Knockout Options – always combined with another option position.  If certain pricing condition is met, the 
other option position is immediately settled.  Is often used to reduce overall cost of position. 
 

• Lookback Options – settles based upon maximum or minimum price over lifetime of option (or a specified 
time period). 
 

• Notional Option (Accumulator) – if certain pricing conditions are met, the quantity covered by the option 
increases over time.  Can be structured as a strip of digital options combined with a knockout option (or 
options).  Many accumulators also have a “double-up” provision if certain price conditions are met, 
typically at contract maturity.  Is more of a “margin enhancement” tool rather than pure price risk 
management. 

Types of OTC Contracts Seen in Agriculture and 
Agribusiness 



The Commodity Swap in More Detail 

Futures “Look-a-like” – swap that uses an exchange traded futures price for its underlying 
pricing index. 

• The pricing performance of a swap is very similar to a futures or forward. 
• Swaps have more flexibility versus futures: 

• Less standardized – can better match specific commodity risk profiles. 
• Also have more flexibility in setting tenor (settlement frequency), type of 

settlement (Euro, Asian, power, etc.), and other features. 
• Commodities that don’t meet the economic criteria for successful futures 

introduction can still be introduced successfully as swaps. 
• More flexibility in credit terms (but greater limits due to Dodd-Frank). 



  

A Commodity Swap for Production Agriculture 



 

Innovative new product for improved price risk management 

 

• Hedge futures price risk. 

 

• Flexible cash grain marketing or purchasing options. The 
producer is able to sell or buy the cash crop with the vendor  
of their choice. 

 

Program focus:  A simple product to hedge the price of 
commodities with a known flat fee rather than facing the 
uncertainty of margin calls. 

What Is The AgriHedge Risk Management Tool?  



AgriHedge combines a Farm Credit loan 
product with a third-party hedge product. 
 

Available through a Farm Credit Association. 

 

 

 
 

• Financial security of a loan product from the local Farm Credit Association. 
• Association continues to serve as a lender, not an advisor, broker or a 

swap dealer. 
 
• Time-tested hedging platform provided by an experienced OTC swap provider. 

• Capacity 
• Experienced staff 
• Confidentiality 
• Experience in the agricultural over-the-counter swap market 

 
 



Hedging Tools Comparison 



• AgriHedge requires daily collateral postings, which are very 
similar to margin calls. Unlike margin calls with a broker, the 
customer does not settle daily, only at swap termination. The 
daily calls are funded by the customer’s FCS open account 
credit and collateral is exchanged daily between AgriBank and 
the third-party OTC swap provider on the customer’s behalf.  

  

• The customer is required to pay, or will receive, the amount 
due on the swap at settlement (Swap Payable or Swap 
Receivable). The customer will receive a Nightly Settlement 
Statement that will document the daily transactions so they 
will be informed of all movement on their active trades. 

 

 

Are Margin Calls required with AgriHedge? 



AgriHedge Legal and Operational Structure 

“Swap Dealer” 

Association AgriBank 

Farmer 
“Eligible Contract 

Participant”  

Central 
Administrative 

Processing Desk  

Swap 

Wholesale Loan 



 

• Commodity swaps are to be used for hedging purposes and will 
be non-speculative in nature. 
 

• Should take an opposite position from the cash transaction 
 

• Should be based on historical average production 
 

• Should have a swap contract expiration date coinciding with 
the date of anticipated sale or purchase 

 

Underwriting Considerations 



• AgriBank – developed Excel spreadsheet model implementing 
VaR / option implied volatility risk measurement of swap 
 

• Implemented for all crops, both old and new crop year months 
 

• Inputs  current futures price, option implied volatility, time 
until swap expires 
 

• Output  assigned per bushel credit exposure for each crop / 
crop year month combination 
 

• Model will reside and be run at AgriBank at least monthly with 
tables provided to participating Associations. 

AgriHedge™ VaR Model 



Value at Risk Model – Output  

Date Limits Set: 09/02/14 

Short Swap Credit Prices (cents per bushel) 

Commodity Old Crop 1st New Crop 2nd New Crop 

Corn 131.61 201.96 260.12 
Soybeans 289.97 441.17 549.44 
SRW Wheat 201.22 322.70 403.31 
HRW Wheat 197.10 308.38 387.72 
HRS Wheat 183.07 279.58 353.05 

Long Swap Credit Prices (cents per bushel) 

Commodity Old Crop 1st New Crop 2nd New Crop 

Corn 108.54 155.04 188.06 
Soybeans 247.17 348.76 411.47 
SRW Wheat 165.58 242.60 284.44 
HRW Wheat 164.78 237.11 280.86 
HRS Wheat 155.51 219.93 262.83 



• Determine an appropriate quantity of bushels for the period 
 

• The bushel limit is then multiplied by a volatility factor (VaR) in 
order to determine an Estimated Credit Exposure. The 
association is committed to supporting hedge activity up to the 
bushel limit. 
 

• Example:   
– 50,000 head marketed annually 

– 8 bushels of corn per pig = 400,000 bushels 

– Apply a discount for finishing production risk, i.e. 75% 
• 400,000 bu x 75% = 300,000 bu 

– 300,000 bu x $1.08 (VaR) = $324,000 

– Estimated Credit Exposure is $324,000 

Bushel limits serve as the control feature 



• CAPD will monitor daily reports. 
 

• If utilization of the Estimated Credit Exposure reaches 
a 75% threshold, it is recommended to evaluate and 
adjust the Estimated Credit Exposure. Consideration 
should be given to: 

- Increase the Estimated Credit Exposure 

- Reduce the bushel limit if the full limit is not being utilized 
and the borrower agrees 

- Some combination of these factors depending on the 
specific situation  

Monitoring Bushel Limits and Credit Exposure 



Eligible Farm Credit borrowers must also meet requirements to be 
an     Eligible Contract Participant (ECP) per Dodd-Frank and CFTC 
requirements.  

 

Who Can Participate? 

 Assets > $10 million 

OR 

 Net worth > $1 million 

AND 

 Hedges for their own crop 

 

 

 

 

 

 



• Currently Available: 
– Short corn (old crop, new crop, and 2nd new crop) 

– Short soybeans (old crop, new crop, and 2nd new crop) 

– Short SRW (Chicago) wheat (old crop, new crop, and 2nd new crop) 

– Short HRW (KC) wheat (old crop, new crop, and 2nd new crop) 

– Short HRS (Mpls) wheat (old crop, new crop, and 2nd new crop) 

 

• Near Imminent Release: 
– Short lean hogs (up to 12 months out, beyond 12 months) 

– Long corn for feed (up to 12 months out, beyond 12 months) 

– Long soybean meal for feed (up to 12 months out) 

 

• On the Drawing Board 
– Short Class III Milk 

 

 

Commodity Availability 



• Price Loss Coverage (PLC) 
– Similar to the old target price program. 
– Pays 85% of difference between reference price and market year average price if market price 

is below reference price.  Pays difference down to nonrecourse loan rate. 
– Payment is made on base acreage x program yield. 

 

• Agricultural Risk Coverage (ARC) 
– This is the “shallow loss” program.  Covers between 76% and 86% of the revenue benchmark. 
– Revenue benchmark coverage prices and yields based upon 5-year moving Olympic average. 
– Can cover yield at county (can choose for each crop) or individual (must enroll all eligible crop 

acres into a whole farm unit). 
– Pays at 85% rate for county coverage and 65% rate for individual coverage. 

 

• Producer decides either to enroll in PCL or ARC for entire duration (through 2018) of 
current farm bill. 
 

• Both are commodity title programs so subject to payment limitations. 
 

• Farmers who choose ARC cannot participate in the new Supplemental Coverage 
Option (SCO) that will be available under the crop insurance title in 2015. 

 

2014 New Farm Bill Programs for Crop 
Producers 



Enrollment Process is Complex for PLC / ARC 
Decision Making 



Reference and Loan Rate Prices for District 
Crops 

 

Crop Reference Price Loan Rate 

Corn $3.70 / bu $1.95 / bu 
Soybeans $8.40 / bu $5.00 / bu 

Wheat $5.50 / bu $2.94 / bu 
Rice (long and med grain) $14.00/ cwt $6.50 / cwt 

Barley $4.95 / bu $1.95 / bu 
Oats $2.40 / bu $1.33 / bu 

Minor Oilseeds $20.15 / cwt $10.09 / cwt 

 



Chance that PLC Could Pay Out for Corn If 
Reach Low End of Long-Run Forecast Range 



Soybeans Not As Likely to Have PLC Payout 



PLC Reference Price Very Favorable for Wheat 
Payments 



Two Decision Aid Tools Available Online to Assist 
Producers in Making Their PLC / ARC Decisions 

https://usda.afpc.tamu.edu/home 



Two Decision Aid Tools Available Online to Assist 
Producers in Making Their PLC / ARC Decisions 

http://fsa.usapas.com/ 



• Similar to the Dairy Livestock Gross Margin (LGM) insurance program but with some major 
differences. 

 

• In Dairy Section of Commodity Title, so no payment limitations for participants. 

 

• Coverage (Actual Dairy Production History or ADPH) is fixed based upon producer’s highest milk 
production in 2011, 2012, or 2013.  In each subsequent year, production is adjusted by the 
percentage change in aggregate U.S. production. 

 

• Producer can enroll between 25 and 90 percent of ADPH in 5 percent increments. 

 

• Standard feed cost formula is used to calculate margin with USDA all milk price. 

 

• Coverage available from $4.00 to $8.00 in $0.50 increments on the margin.  Coverage periods are 
consecutive two-month buckets (6 per year). 

 

• Cannot enroll in Dairy LGM at the same time but producer can put off enrolling until 2017, and can 
decide coverage level and percentage of production to enroll each year. 

Dairy Margin Protection Program (DMPP) 



Premium Schedule for DMPP 



DMPP Margin Formula History by Two-Month 
Period from Beginning of 1995 through 2013 



Historical Cumulative Odds of Margin Below Certain 
Levels - $8 pays out almost half of the time 



Online Tools Also Available for Evaluating Dairy 
Margin Protection Program 



Best Practices in Producer Risk Management 



1. Has a complete Marketing Plan (smaller producers) and/or Risk Policy 
Document (larger producers) that is fully implemented and is revised 
regularly to keep up-to-date. 
 

2. Has more of a probability (odds) based outlook on the key production, 
finance, and market variables.  Does not completely rely upon a single 
baseline forecast. 
 

3. Views risk as something to be managed effectively by balancing against 
expected return.  Takes a business management approach to risk rather 
than viewing it as a “game” to be played. 
 

4. “Occam’s Razor” – the simplest approach to get the job done is usually 
the best – doesn’t overcomplicate but always seeks to simplify. 
 

5. Not afraid to employ or seek advice from professional advisors but 
always takes “ownership” of all risk management decisions. 

What Differentiates the Top Producers from the Rest of 
the Crowd When It Comes to Risk Management? 



• Goal and Objectives 
– The destination (goal) and waypoints (objectives) along the way. 
– Must be attainable given current market conditions and operational constraints. 

• Production Information 
– Cost of Production  of paramount importance! 
– Crop Insurance  works hand-in-hand with the marketing. 
– Physical constraints posed by the operation. 

• General Market Outlook and Intelligence 
– Key is to look at several scenarios, not one baseline! 

• Marketing Toolbox 
– What risk management instruments and strategies can be deployed and which are off-

limits. 

• Implementation Plan 
– What route do we take to get to the ultimate destination (goal)? 
– Make liberal use of “if-then-else” or decision tree constructs to add flexibility to the plan. 

• Must take into account the special considerations of each commodity. 
– Seasonality of production and prices. 
– Phases during the marketing year. 

Elements of a Producer Marketing Plan 



Risk Policy Document – Main Purposes 

• Formalize, in a written format, a risk-management philosophy 
and decision-making structure within the operation. 

 

• Eliminate emotion and “seat-of-the-pants” logic from risk 
management decision making. 

 

• Provide guidance and greater certainty to those involved in 
risk management decision making and implementation. 

 

• Provide useful exercise to think through and examine 
alternate risk management tools and methodologies. 



Format of a Risk Policy Document 

• Written Document 

 

• No required length  can be anywhere from a single page to 
hundreds of pages. 

 

• Doesn’t need to utilize the full outline that is listed on next slide. 

 

• Best to have a general section covering all commodities and then 
address the peculiarities of each commodity in a separate 
appendix for each. 



The Complete Outline 

I. Guiding Principles and Objectives 
 

II. General Philosophy and Methodology – “Risk Appetite” 
 

III. Key Personnel Groups and Decision Making Structure 
 

IV. Implementation and Evaluation 
 

V. Credit Risk Issues 
 

VI. Procedures for Amendment / Review 
 

VII.  Appendix: Supporting Definitions and Models 

 



Example of a Probability Based Approach to Forecasting – 
Class III Forward Futures Curve with Option Implied 
Volatility Confidence Bands 



• Overall, producers are doing a much better job of managing risk compared to 20-30 years ago. 

– As a rule, younger producers tend to be more interested in risk management but many older producers also have been involved in risk 
management education, and are willing to recognize and delegate the function. 

– Much of the increasing interest and emphasis in risk management has been due to the substantial increase in commodity price volatility 
since 2007/08 and the reduction of direct government income support due to WTO rules. 

 

• Crop producers rely more upon crop / revenue insurance and farm programs to manage market risk.  Also, utilize forward contracts 
heavily as a risk management tool.  Futures and options tend to be used more by larger operations.  Some interest in swaps 
(AgriHedge) but remains an obscure subject to most producers. 

 

• Meat livestock producers tend to rely more heavily upon market tools to manage their risk since they traditionally have had less 
government support.  Seeing increasing use of margin hedging as a primary price risk management strategy.  As operations become 
larger and more complex, seeing adoption of agribusiness-style risk management utilizing risk policies and advanced risk 
measurement tools that utilize probability measures. 

 

• Dairy producers already have available to them a natural risk management tool due to the income averaging effect of the monthly 
milk check.  Also, see some use of forward contracts by smaller producers.  Larger producers more likely to utilize futures and option 
contracts as a risk management tool with largest adopting OTC contracts (mostly futures “look-a-like” swaps).  Also, seeing some 
application of cross-hedging (example  using Class III to hedge California 4b price). 

 

• Biggest problems out there currently? 

– Margin Enhancement – too much overemphasis upon trying to eliminate premium costs.  In price insurance, as with any other business 
activity, you only get back what you have paid for.  Users of options need to budget option premium expenditures as with any other type 
of insurance.  Then, if premium is above the budget number, use structures to get cost down to budget level. 

– Hedging while not knowing costs of production. 

– Overreliance upon a single forecast – need to look at additional pricing scenarios and “stress test” the marketing plan. 

What Are We Seeing Out There? 



Thank You 
Questions or Comments? 


